Sample Kitchen Floor Plan Required for Review

Sample Bathroom Floor Plan Required for Review

8gpm = gallons per minute

5) Location of required bath fan with humidifier (must be
controlled by occupancy sensors).

4) Location of all lighting (50% of the wattage used must be high
efficiency – internal cabinet lights are not included in this.

3) Location of all electrical switches.

2.5 gpm

2) Location of all required GFCI Tamper-Resistant outlets.

1) Location of all plumbing fixtures (kitchen fixtures cannot exceed

1) Location of all required electrical supply outlets.

Include:

- Switched separately from lighting.

- Location of required exhaust fan with humidifier (must be
controlled by occupancy sensors).

- Location of all lighting (50% of the wattage used must be high
efficiency – internal cabinet lights are not included in this.

- Location of all electrical switches.

- Location of all required GFCI Tamper-Resistant outlets.

- Location of all plumbing fixtures (kitchen fixtures cannot exceed

- Location of all required electrical supply outlets.

Include: